**New Products**

**EnvirOx, LLC** offers Scrub Buddy™ which combines a powerful, convenient scrub action with a one-touch, on-board dispensing system designed for applying environmentally preferred cleaning products by EnvirOx. Use it on both floors and walls, as it weighs just 4.5 pounds. A changeable scrub head simultaneously cleans floor and baseboard. It maneuvers easily into the tightest areas with a scrub head size of 7.5 inches. Battery-powered for complete portability. Perfect for baseboards, restrooms, stairs, and high traffic areas. For more information visit EnvirOx, LLC at www.EnvirOxLLC.com.

**Metabo Corporation** announces that its new P7911 multihammer, which was developed in conjunction with the Porsche Design Group, is now available in North America. The Porsche Design P7911 combines all the essential functions of a drill with the power of a pneumatic hammer and drills into concrete, stone, wood, and steel, with just one switch for convenient alternating between any of the tool’s five different functions. The tool’s unique housing, made of carbon fiber and aluminum, provides great rigidity and strength. With the handle mounted on top of the housing, the P7911 is easy to operate because the forces acting are almost perfectly balanced, both in the patented “on top” handle position and when drilling above shoulder height. For additional information visit Metabo Corporation at www.metabousa.com.

**Component Hardware Group** is utilizing SANIGUARD® antimicrobial treatment to keep their customized water features free of bacteria, molds and viruses. SANIGUARD is a proven, cost-effective, inorganic antimicrobial treatment that utilizes a silver ion-based technology to retard the growth of bacteria, molds and some viruses on treated surfaces such as water tanks, faucet handles, door knobs, flush handles, and other touch points for the life of the product. The proprietary coating is currently the only antimicrobial treatment to meet National Sanitation Foundation (NSF) Protocol P345 for antimicrobial efficacy. For more information about Component Hardware Group visit www.componenthardware.com.

**Powers Fasteners, Inc.** has introduced the Power-Stud™+SD2 carbon steel bolt as one of the industry’s first mechanical anchors to meet the new more stringent International Building Code (IBC). The Power-Stud+SD2 is a one-piece fully threaded, wedge anchor that is designed for concrete and other masonry applications. Because of its new one-piece stainless steel clip design, the anchor has more holding power than the company’s existing Power-Stud. The bolt is available in 3/8” diameters (3”, 3¾” and 5” lengths); ½” diameters (3¼”, 4¼”, 5¼”, 7” and 8½” lengths); 5/8” diameters (4¼”, 5”, 6” 7” and 8½” lengths); and ¾” diameters (5½”, 6½” 7” and 8½” lengths). For additional details visit Powers Fasteners, Inc. at www.powers.com.

**Cat Lift Trucks** introduces the P17500 – P36000 series diesel pneumatic tire lift truck which features a new turbocharged engine, hydraulic fingertip control system, and ergonomic styling. With six different capacities ranging from 17,500 to 36,000 lbs., these trucks are ready to tackle the most demanding customer applications. For optimal performance, the P17500 – P36000 relies on the turbocharged diesel engine equipped with a common rail fuel delivery system that assures even and high-pressure fuel delivery to all six cylinders allowing for swift acceleration, low noise, and reliable performance. The P36000 also features standard oil cooled wet disc brakes. For further information visit Cat Lift Trucks at www.cat-lift.com.

New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and suppliers and selected by the editors for variety and innovation. For more information or to submit a New Products listing, e-mail Gerry Van Treeck at gvtgvt@earthlink.net.